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—for my teachers



Pure attention, the essence of the powers!
Distracted by each day’s doing,
How can we hear the signals?

—Rainer Maria Rilke, “What Links Us,” Sonnets to 
Orpheus, Part One, XII, in A Year with Rilke, ed. and trans. 
Joanna Macy and Anita Barrows
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On this hastily churched, weekday morning,
the momentum of private worlds
screeches to a complete stop.
%e pulpit declares:
!e dead are among us.

I sit in the oak pew
and remember a sleepover
interrupted by mom and dad
whispering the night her father died.

Also, crying through my speech
at grandma’s funeral,
especially the part about
seeing her in the blooms of apple trees.

Often, I attend the starch-white bedside
of someone else’s family, white-coat witness
to a patient taking
her #nal out-breath, 
the pause remaining,
as though all the dead
inhale somewhere else
in perfect rhythm.

From experience, I know that
the dead breathe
through the people in the room.

First, air becomes blood,
perfuses through the lizard brain
which signals fears of decomposition,
stimulates necessary procedures.
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Air enables the bowel
to digest what is vital,
discard the rest,
distribute what nourishes.

%at air empowers muscle,
which moves #ngers to pluck out
delicate messages on our devices.

%e air turns into heart,
circulates what has been shared,
enshrines it in some kind of sacristy
holding a holy eucharist.

%e dead must #rst speak to the doctor.

At those dark bedsides, I fumble with my words,
palpate for a radial pulse at the wrist,
peel open one eye gently by separating
the upper and lower lid and shine a pen light
into the widened iris to observe
lack of contraction. Finally, a stethoscope
is placed to the left of the sternum
and ten seconds go by, listening
to a heart that has ceased
its role as drum.

%e pronouncement
of the diagnosis of death is #nal.

%e air that carries my words becomes
cheek-bound tears,
laced with thoughts of connection,
fear, and remembrance.
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I kneel now, lean on the back of the wooden pew,
stand as directed, then sit down straight.
I press my palms together in front of my chest.

I can no longer discern
where death ends and life begins.
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I cannot remember the moment
of my birth, what must 

have been a convulsion of awakening,
attendance to color, the sound

of my own foreign voice, immersion in a sea of air.
I cannot remember,

before that moment, the months 
of pulsating warmth,

nurtured con#nement, steady
growth into !esh and bone.

%ere was a time when I
was just two cells, almost

molecular, more energy than matter.
My parents once were

children, with onerous struggles
and wondrous feats.

I cannot remember any ancestors
who bid farewell to home’s shores.

In quiet times, a thin whisper lifts
from the loamy earth

pulsing, pushing through
layers and layers of hushed sound

like the !ashing tip of a cellular tower
through dense fog.
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%e intoxicating smell of gardenia
in patches, just beneath drip irrigation,
perfuses the concentric terraces—
gardening rounds, just outside my home.

I have not kept up with the burgeoning growth;
grasses #ll the sides of plant beds.
%ey are of no concern.

Morning breezes cool my neck
as the sun marches south
three weeks past summer solstice. 

Arkansas Black, Stayman, Yellow Delicious apples
load up the trees. I toss the damaged ones.
On one particular tree, green cherries cluster
but never seem to ripen red.

Rosemary the size of a Fiat—
I pick a frond and place it between my cheek and gums,
walk past lemon oregano, German thyme,
cucumbers, cherry tomatoes, peppermint, blueberry bushes
whose fruit the birds have now completely consumed.

Plum trees stretch high above a metal, protective cage,
avoid the deer whose tiny scat crunches beneath my wet sneakers.
Muscadine vines produce tiny berries,
Saint John’s wort, lavender, #gs sprout #rm, new fruit.

On my watering rounds, the lemon balm stands in full !ower,
starry dianthus speaks red, then pink, then pink and white,
hosta boasts green shoots with purple accents,
daylilies wilt way past bloom, sway over the multiplying 
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hens and chicks.
Chrysanthemums !ower early, dry easily, I soak them,
remove the spent, dark blossoms.

Holding a ru+ed white gardenia !oret in my hand,
I watch the thin layer of dense smog
produced by the linerboard plant
settle over the valley below, where some of my cancer patients live.

I breathe in with them,
inhale their molecules of smog, of uncertainty,
their bone-gnawing pain, therapy fatigue,
isolation.

I bring a !owered hand to nose,
breathe out a bouquet
full of expectant mountain garden,
alive with eyes, heart, nose,
delicate #ngers and toes.
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It is the wind that rings the bell.
Let the sound pierce my !esh,

implant a tone so whole
it can never be broken.

It is the wind that rings the bell.
May the breeze carry the bell sound

down, across the valley.
May it echo through the hills.

It is the wind that rings the bell.
Announce the day, the light,

dispel the black of night. Herald to all who hear
that the time of arrival is here!

It is the wind that rings the bell.
Allow the moving air to lighten

densities of fear and leave behind
just this breath, just this moment—now.

Blessed wind.
Blessed bell.
Blessed breath, body, moment.
O blessed sound, blessed ground!
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